Our BESSEY tools in use

Bureau made from oak bridge beams

Simply better.
These BESSEY products
were used:

Tilting K Body clamp
adapter KR-AS
QQ Adapter

with tilting clamping jaws with a tilt range
of -15° to +15°
QQ Clamping on sloping and
parallel surfaces

K Body REVO KR
QQ Clamping

force up to 7,000 N
large parallel clamping surface
QQ With 3 pressure caps to protect delicate
surfaces
QQ Can be converted to spreading function
with no need for tools
QQ High-quality 2-component plastic handle
QQ Very

A masterpiece, giving old materials new life
QQ The

old beams were meticulously processed into panels, which were then used to produce
the body parts for the piece of furniture. These can be pulled out and have shelves and storage
compartments on the sides.
QQ The beams look substantial, which is reflected in their weight, and so they are mounted on a
filigree frame made from steel bar. Its rusted surface is a further way to illustrate the character
of the materials used.
QQ In the centre section, the writing surface is made from fine leather with a plug for electronic
devices. The work light, which is integrated into the folding top, provides comfortable illumination
of the workspace.

Which BESSEY products were
used and what characterises
them:

Two REVO KR body clamps with an
opening width of 1,500 mm were used.
In conjunction with the Tilting K Body
clamp adapter KR-AS, this was an
ideal setup for gluing the body parts,
as all of the parts were tilted by 3 - 5
degrees, thanks to adjustments to
the frame. It was therefore possible
to save on costly jigs which would
otherwise have been necessary for
the gluing process. The tilting adapter
– whose contact surfaces provide
excellent grip while protecting the
workpiece – was attached to the
clamping faces of the body clamps in
only a few steps, without the need for
extensive preparations.

Further products from the
K Body REVO range:
Vario K Body
REVO KRV

Framing set KP

K Body Extender
KBX
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